Mart 2011 Veri Tabanı İstatistikleri

- Tam Metin İndirme Sayısı
- Tarama Sayısı

Veri Taban Adı | Adet
--- | ---
Academic Search Complete | 664
Annual Review | 1
BIR Entertainment | 667
Book Index with Reviews | 320
Business Source Complete | 568
CAB Abstracts 1990-Present | 592
Cambridge Journal Online | 560
Computers & Applied Sciences Complete | 562
Ebrary Academic Complete | 566
Education Research Complete | 623
Environment Complete | 568
ERIC | 669
Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition | 563
HiperKitap | 368
History Reference Center | 567
Humanities International Complete | 586
IEEE/IEEE Electronic Library | 61
Iktisat İşletme Finans | 0
Image Collection | 225
IOP Science | 15
JSTOR | 221
Legal Collection | 560
Library, Information Science & Technology | 579
MasterFILE Premier | 566
MathSciNet | 70
MEDLINE | 0
Newspaper Source | 508
OVID-LWW | 903
Professional Development Collection | 566
ProQuest Dissertations & Thesis | 34
Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection | 586
Regional Business News | 672
Religion and Philosophy Collection | 560
ScienceDirect (Elsevier) | 839
Springer Link | 196
Taylor&Francis | 196
The Serials Directory | 568
Video Encyclopedia of the 20th Century | 0
Web of Science | 581
Wiley-Blacwell | 222